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A question of perspective
The nature of the virtual is teeming with plural meanings. The meanings we choose to use as the basis of our interpretations of virtuality have deep implications for our current work and our future collaboration. When approaching the virtual, scholars from diverse disciplines have found that conceptually "the virtual" wrestled with the profound challenges to their ideological or disciplinary constraints that the concept presents. However, in many of the abstract areas of the disciplines, one could argue that there is nothing other than the virtual; theoretical mathematics or metalogic, for instance, which examine questions of the virtual almost exclusively. However, the virtual is no longer limited to those theoretical disciplines. As the technical realm has opened up a new arena of the virtual in recent years, the whole of the human disciplines (arts, psychology, sociology, business, etc.) have engaged virtualities as areas of exploration. The nature of the virtual has become more pluralist, and that shift has created a space for new dialogues about the meaning and inclusion of virtuality. The meanings we choose to use as the basis for our interpretations have deep implications for our current and future collaborative work.
The virtual should be understood as those sets of things which have no referent in the real world, yet are virtualized through the projection of identities, institutions, ecologies, and their relations in a world that is mediated, such as through a computer game or other embodiments of a world without referent. Virtuality, then, must be mediated by something such as our minds, or digital or analog systems, because while we might usually think of computer games as one paradigmatic sense of virtuality, the plural realities of textual fictions are as much virtualities as are games or logical abstractions. The virtual is less the expression of the virtuality on the page or on the screen as the distribution of that reality through the memories and actions of its participants. The virtual is the combined and active imaginations and memories through which we engage mediated environments; it is a shared, but plural, projection. As we become more aware of the expansion of the virtual, the actualization of the virtual through the practices of our everyday lives, our economies, and our politics is restructuring research programs and academic centers, as we can see from the emergent interest in social simulation, e-science/e-social science, and digital humanities.
We might consider the following two perspectives of the virtual to exemplify the expanding and fragmented nature of virtuality studies. These perspectives derive from two very different disciplinary perspectives. The key differences in the two perspectives center on their understanding of the relationships between what exists and virtual objects. The first perspective, which we might think of as the synchronic perspective, constructs an understanding of virtual objects as ones that have no referent in the real world; they have no relationships that reach into the real. Building through the structures of reference, this perspective constructs an understanding of the inherent difference between the real and the virtual on the basis of a relation among sets of signs existing in a fixed and static field without temporal relations. This perspective assumes the virtual are immanent and floating signifiers that, while sensible as constructions
